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Abstract
This article attempts to objectively evaluate the scientific wealth of Mongolia as a nation, by analyzing
journal publications by Mongolian scientists recorded in the ISI database. Publications by Mongolian
authors for the period of 1979-2002 were included for analyses. Although the total number of publications
has increased for the given period, there was no significant increase in the relative citation impact or RCI.
Changes of publication quality as measured by RCI showed different trends for various scientific fields.
Publications in clinical medicine and biology show most positive trend, whereas publications in
mathematics and physics declined in quality. All the fields are well below the world’s total publication
quality for a comparable period. Additionally, percentage of papers by Mongolian senior authors has
declined (though the trend is not significant). This is a rather disturbing trend given the fact that the
number of researchers with a doctor’s degree in the country has greatly increased during the same period
of time. Quality of publications by Mongolian first authors and only Mongolian authors were significantly
lower than collaborative ones. As far as we are aware, this is the first evaluation of scientific wealth of
Mongolia as a whole and it is hoped that it would be helpful to policy-making and scientific communities
in prioritizing and determining the direction of support and finance.
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Introduction
In the comparatively short history that modern
science has been practiced, Mongolian scientists
have accomplished a tremendous amount of work.
However, arguably in almost all fields of scientific
research, Mongolian scientists are far behind their
international peers. Perhaps that is why from time
to time in the media people hear a researcher saying
that his/her research “has reached the international
level.” Thus, questions arise naturally: What is the
“international level” of scientific research and how
does the “Mongolian level” compare with it? What
is the scientific wealth of Mongolia and how have
we been doing in different fields of study? What
disciplines are we better at and what should we be
doing to improve science? In this article, we
objectively evaluate scientific wealth of Mongolia
on the global scale. It is conventional to estimate
scientific activity of a certain nation by the number
and quality of scientific publications because
publication is the main output of scientific research
and is therefore the best indicator of scientific
wealth. Scientific activity is usually indicated by
http://dx.doi.org/10.22353/mjbs.2004.02.06

the number of publications in peer-reviewed
journals. Commonly the total number of
publications standardized by total population of a
nation is taken as scientific wealth of that nation
(Perez-Iratxeta and Andrade 2002). In this paper
we offer an evaluation of scientific research output
of Mongolia between 1979 and 2002. We also give
comparisons of outputs and trends in quality of
different scientific disciplines as practiced in
Mongolia during the same period of time.
The study was based on the database of The
Institute of Scientific Information (ISI) which
offers the largest compiled information on scientific
journal publications from all over the world. ISI
maintains the following databases: Science Citation
Index (SCI), Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI),
and Arts & Humanities Citation Index (AHCI). We
used all three of them for searching publications
authored by Mongolian researchers. The SCI is a
multidisciplinary index to the journal literature of
the sciences. It fully indexes 5,900 major journals
across 150 scientific disciplines. The SCI includes
all cited references captured from indexed articles
providing access to retrospective data from 1945
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to the current interactive information. Each week
an average of 19,000 new records and
approximately 423,000 new cited references are
added to the SCI database. The SSCI is a
multidisciplinary index to the journal literature of
the social sciences. It fully indexes more than 1,725
journals across 50 social sciences disciplines and
individually selected, relevant items from over
3,300 of the world’s leading scientific and technical
journals. The SSCI provides access to information
from 1956 till today. Each week an average of 2,900
new records and approximately 60,000 new cited
references are added to the SSCI database. The
AHCI is a multidisciplinary index covering the
journal literature of the arts and humanities. It
contains a total of over 2.5 million records and fully
covers 1,144 of the world’s leading arts and
humanities journals. It indexes individually
selected, relevant items from over 6,800 major
science and social science journals. It provides
access to information from 1975 until today. Each
week an average of 2,300 new records and
approximately 15,250 new cited references are
added to the AHCI database. Collectively these
databases constitute the largest and most widely
used information source for scientific publication.
Although they have many biases and shortcomings
(see May 1997b), their worldwide coverage of
almost all of the peer-reviewed scientific
publications makes the ISI the best information
source possible.

Material and methods
We queried the ISI databases for publications
by Mongolian scientists in the period of 24 years
from 1979 to 2002. The search took place in February 2004. We could classify the hits by authors,
fields of research, number of times each paper was
cited etc. The reason for not including beyond 2002
is because it takes time for the scientific community to react to publications and therefore the quality of papers published after 2002 cannot be fairly
judged by the number of times they were cited by
other authors. All collaborative papers that had at
least one Mongolian author were included in the
analysis. Furthermore, we know this does not constitute the complete list of all publications by Mongolian scientists because the data do not include
most of the publications by many Mongolian researchers published while affiliated with foreign
institutions. Additionally, many, except for a few,
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of the journals from the former socialist countries
have not been included in the ISI databases. However, not being read and cited by scientific communities in most of the world means that these publications had effectively no impact on the advancement of science.
Moreover, we calculated relative citation impact (RCI) which is the most widely used measure
of quality of an average paper. We will describe
here how to calculate the RCI as used by May
(1997b). For country i, let total papers be Pi and
citations Ci. The share of the world’s papers is then

pi = Pi P , where P = ∑ Pi is the world’s total
number of papers. Similarly, citation share is

ci = C i C ,

with

C = ∑ Ci .

Therefore,

RCI i = ci pi = (Ci Pi ) × ( P C ) . That is, for
country i, the average number of citations per paper, Ci Pi , is RCIi multiplied by the ratio of all
papers to all citations, which is 1 / 8.53 for a comparable period of time in another study (May 1997a,
b).
To look at the trend, we divided the data into
two, 12-year periods and compared them by fields
of research. As stated above, the ISI database contains hundreds of research fields, but it was impossible to classify them into the same research fields
as in the database in the case of Mongolia. This
was due to (a) a small number of publications and
(b) a few disciplines that are practiced in Mongolia. Therefore, we classified the publications into
the following broad research fields: Agri- all agricultural fields including veterinary medicine; Biolall biological fields except for biochemistry; Chemchemistry and biochemistry (as most publications
here represent biochemistry and pharmacology);
Geo- all fields of earth and atmospheric sciences;
Materials- materials science; Math- Mathematics;
Med- clinical medicine; Phys- all fields of physics;
and Social- all fields of social sciences. Citation
patterns vary among fields (for example citation
rates are higher in molecular biology and genetics
than in materials science; May 1997b). Because it
was impossible to get worldwide scientific publication data that can suit our broad classification of
research fields above, we used the same ratio
( P / C = 1 / 8.53 ) when we estimated the RCI for
these fields of research practiced by Mongolian
scientists. Although we do not believe that this will
change the pattern greatly, one should be cautious
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Results
Publications and citations
Exhaustive search from ISI citation indices
(SCI, SSCI and AHCI) yielded 635 publications
by Mongolian scientists for the period of 19792002. The total number of publications in all fields
per year has been increasing and the positive trend
is significant (Fig. 1, quadratic regression, R2=0.71,

significant (Fig. 2, linear regression, R2=0.037, b=0.38, p=0.37). About one third of all publications
(n=217) were not cited at all. Furthermore,
comparisons of quality of publications by
Mongolian first authors and by only Mongolian
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Fig. 2. Percentage of papers by Mongolian senior
authors. Although not significant, the trend is negative
(linear regression, R2=0.037, b=-0.38, p=0.37).
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Fig. 1. Total number of publications by
Mongolian scientists in all fields of science (line
is for quadratic regression, R2=0.71, p<0.0001).
p<0.0001). The similar trend could be seen for the
total number of citations. However, there was a
slight decrease in the percentage of journal
publications whose first authors were Mongolian
scientists, although the trend is not statistically

authors to the collaborative papers show that the
quality of those publications as expressed by the
number of total citations were significantly lower
in both cases than the collaborative papers (oneway ANOVAs, Table 1). The RCI of all publications
was 0.63, which was much lower than RCI’s for
many countries for a comparable period (Table 2,
for more see May 1997b who studied the worldwide
publication activities for the period of 1981-1994).
Self-citation accounts at least 10% of total citations

Table 1. Comparison of quality of publications by Mongolian first authors and only Mongolian authors as
expressed by number of total citations to the collaborative publications (one-way ANOVA tables). Total number
of citations for those publications by Mongolian first authors and only Mongolian authors were significantly
lower than the rest of the publications.
Source of variation

DF

SS

MS

1

5178.5

5178.459

Error

633

119688.2

189.081

Total

634

124866.7

1

3561.9

3561.884

Error

633

121304.8

191.635

Total

634

124866.7

F-ratio

p-value

27.39

<0.0001

18.59

<0.0001

Mongolian first authors
Mongol first authors

Only Mongolian authors
Only Mongol authors
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RCI (rank)
1.42 (1)
1.37 (2)
1.24 (3)
1.16 (4)
1.14 (5)
1.10 (6)
1.00 (7)
0.97 (8)
…
0.63 (?)

of worldwide publications (May 1997), but this
appears to be higher for Mongolian publications
(although this was not quantified).
Scientific activities in different research fields
varied greatly for the period of 1979-2002 (Fig.
3). Chemistry, geology and physics were highest
in the total number of publications (Fig. 3A)
whereas geology, biology and clinical medicine
enjoyed the highest number of citations (Fig. 3B).
Most of the chemistry research concentrated on
biochemistry and pharmacological characteristics
of natural compounds, mostly from wild plants
from Mongolia. The geology (or earth science)
research is dominated by publications in
paleontology as Mongolia is the third country in
the world in the number of fossil findings; whereas
physics was dominated by theoretical quantum
physics. Significant percentages of biological
research were published in the fields of molecular
biology and genetics. Four highly cited papers with
>100 citations were in the fields of medicine and
biology (2 in medicine and 2 in biology). In fact,
10 of the highly cited publications include 6 in
biology, 3 in medicine and 1 in geological and earth
sciences.
Patterns of change
As discussed above, total number of
publications and citations has increased over time
(Fig. 1). Unfortunately, percentage of papers
authored by senior Mongolian authors has shown
no increase (Fig. 2). In all the fields of research,
publications by Mongolian scientists were lower
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Total number of publications (1979-2002)

Country
United States
Switzerland
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Denmark
United Kingdom
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…
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Table 2. Comparison of the RCI of publications of
Mongolia to scientific powerhouses on the world. Although the RCI for Mongolia may not look very low, it
should be remembered that it could have been escalated by factors such as self-citation and “insularity effect” (see text for more). Note that the study was based
on only the ISI databases. The table was modified from
May’s study (1997b) which was based on a comparable time period.
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Figure 3. Scientific activity by Mongolian scientists in
different research fields. (A) Total number of
publications and (B) total number of citations by
research fields between 1979 and 2002. For
abbreviations, see the text.

than the worldwide publication in quality as
expressed by RCI (Fig. 4). Trend of changes was
also different for the disciplines and in some cases
the trend was negative for some fields in what is
called the “hard sciences.” For example,
publications in physics were highest in quality to
begin with. But, the quality seems to have decayed
over time as indicated by the negative percentage
change (Fig. 4). Research in the fields of clinical
medicine and biology was very low at the
beginning, but the trend is promisingly positive
shown by large percentage increase in RCI (Fig.
4). But, publications in these fields are still nowhere
near the average level of RCI for the worldwide
publication during a comparable period (as in May
1997b). Researchers specializing in new fields are
starting to emerge, such as materials science and
different fields of social sciences.
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Figure 4. Change in the quality of scientific
publications in different disciplines by Mongolian
researchers, measured as average percentage change
in RCI versus the initial RCI (average 1979-1990).
For abbreviations, see the text. Materials and social
sciences were not included in the graph because they
have only emerged since the 1990s.

Discussion
The quality of scientific research is ultimately
measured by its main output, which is the number
of scientific publications and their impact on
scientific thinking as measured by RCI. However,
data compiled on the worldwide scientific
publishing activity indicate that the number of
publications (per million people) by Mongolian
researchers was one of the fewest in the period of
1996-2001, and the trend of change was negative
compared to the period of 1989-1995 (PerezIratxeta and Andrade 2002). We believe that the
results of our analyses are in agreement with their
findings. First of all, the total number of
publications is surprisingly small for the 24-year
period. And one-third of all publications (n=217)
did not receive any citations. It should be
remembered that the publications with at least one
Mongolian author were included in the analyses.
Although the total number of publications by
Mongolian scientists and citations hase increased
over time, detailed analyses tell different stories.
This is rather disturbing because the trend shown
in Figure 1 can easily be discounted by several
factors. First, a higher rate of self-citations seems
to occur in publications of Mongolian scientists.
Second, higher rates of citations of publications of
Mongolian authors can result from what we will
call the “insularity effect of publications,”
following assertion by May (1997b) (i.e., a few
papers are published but they receive lots of

citations because there is no other source of
information; the insularity may also be due to a
lack of familiarity with outside source of
information and inability to purchase international
journals). For example, publications in
paleontology had to do with interesting fossil
findings discovered only in Mongolia and therefore
enjoyed higher number of citations. Third, it is hard
to separate out good publications with large number
of citations from the bad ones that happened to
have high citations because occasionally incredibly
wrong papers attract much criticism. Lastly, there
was a significant increase in the number of
researchers who earned their doctorate during the
same period of time, especially since 1990s. We
call this period the PhD-boom due to the higher
rate of graduations with doctorates during the
period of time. Given all these factors, the small
increase in the total number of publications of
Mongolia does not look promising. It reminds me
of the tradeoff between offspring quality and
quantity in life history theory. According to this
theory, offspring quality decreases as the number
of offspring increases because finite amounts of
resources have to be allocated over more offspring.
An analogous thing can be said about the tradeoff
between quality and quantity of doctorates in
Mongolia and their publications.
No increase in percentage of papers by
Mongolian senior authors as shown in Figure 2 may
be excused by increased international
collaborations or perhaps by tightened budgets for
scientific research. On the other hand, it may
suggest that our scientists are no longer taking a
charge in research projects, especially given the
significant increase in the number of scientist with
a doctorate. The fact that the citation impact of
publications by Mongolian scientists who were the
sole authors or who were the senior authors was
statistically significantly lower than the
collaborative publications suggests that we need
to improve scientific activity and creativity in all
fields. Some scientific fields exhibit more
promising trends in quality as well as quantity than
others and these fields should be supported more
than others. However, one should interpret these
trends with caution because citations accumulate
with time.
The last point we want to make is that scientists
have moral responsibilities to publish their results.
In any given country, without exception, most of
the financial resources to support scientific research
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is provided by tax money. That means scientists
make their living and hopefully their names by
spending people’s money on research. For this
reason, scientific results, which are the main
product of that investment, must be reported in
publications. Without publication, results are not
seen by public and policy-makers and it has
negative consequences on research-funding.
Moreover, science becomes stagnant without
publications. Science cannot advance itself and
serve society without publications. In this regard,
only a few hundred papers by Mongolian scientists
in the 24-year period of funding is quite insufficient.
In this paper, we show that the scientific wealth
of Mongolia is poorer than many think or would
like to give credit for, compared on a global scale.
It is not only demonstrated by the low RCI of
Mongolian publications, but by the poor quality of
publications where Mongolians are the sole or the
first authors and by negative trends in some hard
science fields. It therefore seems as if our scientific
activity has not reached “the international level”
in many regards. We are not denying some
promising trends by this paper. Our point is that
we must take a critical look at what we have
accomplished so far, what the trend is showing in
different disciplines, how we should go about
making our marks and contributing to society by
producing new knowledge and technology and
what should be our priorities or how we should
allocate our policy or resources into different
scientific fields. To our knowledge, this is the first
attempt at seriously questioning scientific activity
in Mongolia, supported by quantitative data and
analyses.
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Ìîíãîëûí øèíæëýõ óõààíû áàÿëàã
äýëõèéí ò¿âøèíä
Ýíý ºã¿¿ëëýýð Ìîíãîëûí ñóäëàà÷äààñ
ãàäààäûí ñýòã¿¿ë¿¿äýä õýâëýí íèéòë¿¿ëæ,
Øèíæëýõ
Óõààíû
Ìýäýýëëèéí
Õ¿ðýýëýíãèéí ºãºãäëèéí ñàíä (ISI database)
á¿ðòãýãäñýí
ýðäýì
øèíæèëãýýíèé
ºã¿¿ëë¿¿äýä ä¿í øèíæèëãýý õèéõ çàìààð
Ìîíãîë óëñûí øèíæëýõ óõààíû àæëûí
ò¿âøèíã áîäèòîéãîîð ¿íýëýõèéã çîðèëîî.
1979 îíîîñ 2002 õ¿ðòýëõ õóãàöààíä
Ìîíãîëûí ñóäëàà÷äûí íèéòë¿¿ëñýí
ºã¿¿ëë¿¿äýä ä¿í øèíæèëãýý õèéñýí. Ýíý
õóãàöààíä æèë òóòàì íèéòë¿¿ëñýí ºã¿¿ëëèéí
íèéò òîî ºññººð èðñýí (R2=0.71, p<0.0001)
áîëîâ÷ èø òàòàãäñàí áàéäëûí õàðüöàíãóé
ò¿âøèíä (relative citation impact, RCI)
áîäèòîé ºñºëò àæèãëàãäñàíã¿é. Ýðäýì
øèíæèëãýýíèé ºã¿¿ëëèéí ÷àíàðûã èø
òàòàãäñàí áàéäëûí õàðüöàíãóé ò¿âøèíãýýð
(RCI) õýìæäýã îëîí óëñûí ïðàêòèêèéã
áàðèìòëàí ¿çýõýä ìàíàé óëñûí õóâüä
øèíæëýõ óõààíû ñàëáàðóóä õîîðîíäîî
ÿëãààòàé õàíäëàãà ¿ç¿¿ëýâ. Àíàãààõ óõààí,
áèîëîãèéí ñàëáàðóóäàä õàìãèéí ýåðýã
õàíäëàãà àæèãëàãäàæ áàéõàä ìàòåìàòèê,
ôèçèêèéí ñàëáàðóóäûí õóâüä ýðäýì
øèíæèëãýýíèé ºã¿¿ëëèéí ÷àíàð õàðüöàíãóé
áóóðñàí íü õàðàãäàæ áàéâ. Àäèë õóãàöààíä
õýâëýãäñýí Äýëõèéí á¿õ ºã¿¿ëë¿¿äèéí
÷àíàðòàé õàðüöóóëàõàä Ìîíãîëûí á¿õ ýðäýì
øèíæèëãýýíèé ºã¿¿ëëèéí äóíäàæ ÷àíàð
íýëýýä äîîãóóð áàéëàà. Ò¿¿í÷ëýí äóðäñàí
õóãàöààíä Ìîíãîë ñóäëàà÷ íýãä¿ãýýð
çîõèîã÷ íü áîëîí õýâëýãäñýí á¿òýýëèéí òîî
áóóðàõ áàéäàë àæèãëàãäàæ áàéíà (ãýõäýý ýíý
õàíäëàãà ñòàòèñòèêûí õóâüä áîäèòîé áóñ,
R2=0.037, b=-0.38, p=0.37). Òóõàéí õóãàöààíä
äîêòîðûí çýðýãòýé ñóäëàà÷äûí òîî ìàíàé
óëñàä ¿ëýìæ ºññºí áàðèìòûã õàðãàëçàí ¿çâýë
ýíý õàíäëàãûã áàðàã óíàëòûí áàéäàëòàé ãýæ
òîäîðõîéëæ áîëîõîîð áàéíà. Ò¿¿í÷ëýí
Ìîíãîë ñóäëàà÷ íýãä¿ãýýð çîõèîã÷ íü áîëîí
õýâëýãäñýí áîëîí çºâõºí Ìîíãîë
ñóäëàà÷äûí íèéòë¿¿ëñýí ºã¿¿ëëèéí ÷àíàð
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ãàäààäûí
ñóäëàà÷èäòàé
õàìòàðñàí
á¿òýýëèéí ÷àíàðààñ áàãà áàéíà (p<0.0001).
Çîõèîã÷äûí ìýäýæ áàéãààãààð ýíý ºã¿¿ëýë
íü Ìîíãîëûí øèíæëýõ óõààíû ò¿âøèíã
á¿õýëä íü áîäèòîé ä¿ãíýæ ¿çñýí àíõíû
îðîëäëîãî áºãººä ýðäýì øèíæèëãýýíèé

àæëûí áîäëîãî áîëîâñðóóëàõ, àëü ñàëáàðò
ñàíõ¿¿ãèéí áîëîí áóñàä äýìæëýã ¿ç¿¿ëýõ
áàéäëààð òýðã¿¿ëýõ ÷èãëýëýý òîäîðõîéëîõ
çýðýãò òóñ íýìýð áîëîõ áóé çàà õýìýýí
íàéäñàí áîëíî.
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